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       No matter where you from, there's ghettos all over the place. 
~Method Man

I came to bring the pain hardcore from the brain 
~Method Man

Behind every fortune, there's a crime. 
~Method Man

I'm taking one for the team,  Like Martin Luther King,  taking one for a
dream 
~Method Man

I wanna sit behind the scenes and see nothin' but the greens. 
~Method Man

Like sweet morning dew I took one look at you And it was plain to see
You were my destiny 
~Method Man

Rap is a gimmick, but I'm for the hip-hop, the culture. 
~Method Man

Now what Clan you know with lines this ill? Bust shots at Big Ben, like
we got time to kill. 
~Method Man

There are few things that's forever, my lady. We can make war or make
babies. 
~Method Man

I call my brother 'Sun' cause he shine like one. 
~Method Man
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Myself, I'm a pothead. It's no secret. Everyone knows that. I go on the
road and forget everything else 
~Method Man

People know when youre frontin. 
~Method Man

After a while, you can't get any higher. It's like your head is in a wind
tunnel - everything is vibrating. 
~Method Man

I don't think any gay dude is gangsta, period. 
~Method Man

I hated having to go out on the block and scramble - that's the worst job
in the world, especially if you ain't making any real money. 
~Method Man

Niggas is decaf, I stick 'em for the C.R.E.A.M. 
~Method Man

I have 15,000 comics in a warehouse, all bagged individually. 
~Method Man

I'd have a sex scene with Whoopi Goldberg or Star Jones. 
~Method Man

I'm a rapper trying to be an actor. 
~Method Man

Since I was eight years old. I didn't have a TV, so comic books were
definitely my television, my soap operas, and all that. 
~Method Man
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I smoke because I like to get high. 
~Method Man

I'm in between homes right now, but my last house was dope. 
~Method Man

The cuties I desire, I be the first to set it on off, flame on like the Human
Torch. 
~Method Man

I've learned when you drink Absolut straight, it burns enough to give my
chest hairs a perm. 
~Method Man

The most I've smoked in a day was over an ounce, in Germany. 
~Method Man

All my legitimate jobs were embarrassing. I used to be stock boy at an
Odd-Lot, making $35 a day. 
~Method Man

I want to do a documentary about strippers, 'cause it's a moneymaker. 
~Method Man

How many gangsters you know, from Al Capone up to John Gotti, been
gay? 
~Method Man

I still gotta reacquaint myself with the hip-hop audience. 
~Method Man

There's probably a bunch of Power Stripe floating through the Def Jam
offices right now. 
~Method Man
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Regardless of how me or this man right here or anybody else in this
business get, when we walk on an airplane in first-class looking like
this, we're gonna get searched. 
~Method Man

An [officer] is still a human being. When that fear kicks in, you never
know what can happen. 
~Method Man

Know what you did last summer, so I started hookin' 
~Method Man

When the ball dropped in 1999, I was holding dough and champagne in
my hands and holding my kids. 
~Method Man

It's been so long since I was in a real fight. 
~Method Man

When Wu-Wear started making shoes and sneakers and pants, it was
shoddy material. 
~Method Man

I've got more creative control when I do music. 
~Method Man

If I got a flight to catch and I just bought a half o-z, I'll smoke it all - I
can't get weed on a plane, 'cause I've been red-flagged. 
~Method Man

Yeah, the next Wu album should be out by late '95. 
~Method Man
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